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Generally Accepted Facts from Wikipedia (http://archive.is/PC8vr#sel
ection-217.0-223.1)
Frank Giustra (born August 1957) is a Canadian businessman in the mining and filmmaking industries, and a
philanthropist.

Investment industry
Giustra took a securities course and began his career in the investment industry in 1978 with Merrill Lynch as
an assistant trader and then as a stockbroker. In the early 1980s, Giustra left Merrill Lynch to create a resourcesfinancing group in Europe for the new firm Yorkton Securities. He is said to have "transformed Yorkton into a
major force in the world of international mining finance." In 1990, he became president of the company and, in
1995, was appointed chairman and CEO. From 2001 to 2007, Giustra was chair of Endeavour Financial, a
merchant banking firm which financed mining companies. Giustra is now CEO of Fiore Group of Companies.

Philanthropy
The Radcliffe Foundation was established in 1997 by Giustra, its president. The Vancouver-based foundation
supports local and international disaster relief, economic development and homelessness charities, and offers
children around the world hope for a better future. Internationally, the Radcliffe Foundation helps to fund a
number of organizations with a common interest in enhancing understanding and empowering people. In June
2007, Giustra launched the Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership with U.S. President Bill Clinton, an
innovative partnership between William J. Clinton Foundation, the private sector, governments, local
communities, and other NGOs to increase the scope, scale, impact, and sustainability of social and economic
development efforts in areas where poverty is widespread. CGSGI aims to alleviate poverty in the developing
world in partnership with the global mining community. Along with Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim, these two
prominent philanthropists have pledged a minimum of $100 million each toward the effort and the money was
given to the Clinton Foundation. On June 17, 2010, Giustra teamed up again with Carlos Slim and President

Clinton to create a $20 million fund that will finance small businesses in earthquake-ravaged Haiti. The
Radcliffe Foundation has contributed $30M towards the Clinton HIV/AIDS Initiative (CHAI), which works
with governments and other partners to increase access to high-quality care and treatment for HIV-positive
people.

Relationship to #Pizzagate
Connection to Elpida
Giustra is one of the founders of Elpida, a joint project which seemingly has a slightly modified pedophile
symbol as its logo. The organization's stated goal is that it aims to give shelter to refugees and orphan refugees
in Greece, with room for 800 people, in cooperation with the Greek Ministry of Migration in the humanitarian
crisis.

Connection to Bill Clinton and Carlos Slim
Giustra became close with former US President Bill Clinton during fundraising efforts for tsunami relief in
2004. Giustra is a member of the board of trustees of the Clinton Foundation. Giustra provided his corporate jet
for Clinton's fundraising campaign in Africa. In June 2007, Giustra joined with Clinton to launch the Clinton
Giustra Enterprise Partnership to address global poverty. Giustra committed $USD 100 million plus half of what
he makes in the resource industry for the rest of his life. Carlos Slim Helú, the Mexican businessman and richest
person in the world, made a matching contribution and Giustra is expected to enlist others in the Canadian
resource industry.
Additional Source for Slim and Giustra: [1] (http://archive.is/xjZLo)
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